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Abstract 

Combined with the issue of single direction of the solution of the existing sentence 

similarity algorithms, a Chinese sentence similarity computational model based on multi-

features combination was proposed. The approach combines word overlap similarity, 

word order similarity, dependency relationship similarity, semantic similarity, structure 

similarity, sentence similarity, and keyword distance similarity to calculate the similarity 

between sentences, using the weight to describe the contribution of each feature of the 

sentence, and then gets a better experiment result. Experimental results shows that this 

approach can fully describe the features of the sentence, therefore can improve the 

sentence similarity computation accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

The model of Chinese sentence similarity is of great significance in the natural 

language processing fields. At present sentence similarity computational algorithm plays 

an increasingly important role in text-related research and applications in areas such text 

mining (Li et al., 2006); example-based machine translation to find the best similar 

sentence in the instances of sentences; frequently asked questions to match the sentence 

among the question sentences. Previous works are confined to literal meaning of the 

request sentence that users input. With the rapid development of the semantic calculation 

technology and natural language processing technology, researchers began to pay more 

attention to the real intention behind the sentence that users want to convey, that is, seeing 

the essence through the phenomenon and returning the most satisfactory search results to 

the users. Sentence similarity computation has become an important research hot pot in 

the field of Chinese information processing and has a wide range of applications in 

information retrieval, text categorization, question answering system and machine 

translation, and so forth. 

The calculation of sentence similarity generally can be divided into three aspects: 

syntactic similarity, semantic similarity, and pragmatic similarity. Due to the rapid 

development of natural language processing technology, syntactic parsing has been 

applied to the sentence similarity computation [5, 7], pragmatic similarity is the highest 

goal and it is quite difficult to realize at present. Semantic similarity computation has been 

advanced which mainly utilizes the taxonomy knowledge base such as “HowNet”, “Cilin” 

and “WordNet”. “HowNet” is a notable common sense knowledge base with concepts 

represented by Chinese and English words for describing the objects and revealing the 

relationships between concepts and the relationships between their attributes as the basic 

contents [8]. “WordNet” is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives 

and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a 
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distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical 

relations. 

 

2. Related Works 

Recently literature on sentence similarity has shown abundantly proposed methods [1-

2, 5-7, 9-10, 14-15, 17]. Li et al. [1] took advantage of information from a structured 

lexical database and from corpus statistics to calculate the semantic similarity between 

two sentences, the use of a lexical database enables the method to model human common 

sense knowledge and the incorporation of corpus statistics allows the method to be 

adaptable to different domains. P. Achananuparp et al. [2] proposed an approach which 

takes into account the variability of natural language expression. In literature [2], the 

author evaluate fourteen existing text similarity measures which have been used to 

calculated similarity score between sentences in many text applications. Xiao Li et al. [5] 

analyzes the sentence constituent, and then through analysis convert sentence similarity 

into words similarity on the basis of syntactic structure, then convert words similarity into 

concept similarity through words disambiguation, finally realize the semantic similarity 

comparison. Xiong Jing et al. [6] proposed an approach that introduces a dependency 

syntactic tree similarity computation method based on multi-features. The method studies 

many feature of dependency syntactic tree including word and word’s part of speech of 

each node and the dependency type between them, then utilizing all the feature to measure 

the sentence similarity. Ferreira, R et al. [7] presented a three-layer sentence 

representation and a new measure to compute the degree of similarity between two 

sentences. The three layers are: (i) the lexical layer, which encompasses lexical analysis, 

stop words removal and stemming; (ii) the syntactic layer, which performs syntactic 

analysis; and (iii) the semantic layer that mainly describes the annotations that plays a 

semantic role. Hien T. Nguyen et al. [9] introduced a novel method for measuring 

semantic similarity between two sentences. The originality of the method is that it 

explores named entities and their co-reference relations as important indicators for 

measuring the similarity. This method exploits WordNet, Wikipedia, and Brown Corpus 

and learns a classifier using features. Li Bin et al. [10] put forward a method that based on 

semantic dependency relationship analysis to compute sentence similarity, and its 

experimental results is satisfied. WANG Rong-bo et al. [14] proposed a similarity 

measure method of Chinese sentence structures for example-based Chinese to English 

machine translation. ZHOU Fa-guo et al. [15] presented an improved sentence similarity 

method which includes the extraction of keywords and the induction of synonyms in 

sentence similarity definition. Based on this, a question answer system based on FAQ is 

implemented. C. P. Cheng et al. [17] proposed an improved method of similarity 

comparison. The semantic tree of sememe is constructed according to the description of 

entity conception in the HowNet, the semantic similarity of sememe is computed based on 

the relative positions in the sememe tree. The experimental results show that the proposed 

method is much closer to the people’s comprehension to the meanings of the sentences. 

 

3. Sentence Similarity Computational Model 
 

3.1. Word Overlap Similarity Measure 

Word overlap measure is a combinatorial similarity measure that computes similarity 

score based on the number of words shared by two sentences. Simple word overlap is 

defined as the number of words that appear in both sentences normalized by the 

sentence’s length. IDF overlap uses inverse document frequency to normalize the result 

[2]. Phrasal overlap measure can be defined as the relation between phrases length and 

their document frequencies. Traditional word overlap measure treats a sentence as a bag 

of words and doesn’t take into account the difference between single words and multi-
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word phrases. Because n-word overlap is much rarer than single word overlap, and its 

effectiveness is more important than single word overlap’s effectiveness, thus m phrasal 

n-word overlaps are defined as a non-linear function as follows: 





n
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                                                (1) 

where m is the number of i-word phrases which appear in both sentences S1 and S2. 

The equation can be normalized by the sum of sentence length and applying the 

hyperbolic tangent function to minimize the effectiveness of outliers [2]. The word 

overlap similarity can be defined as the formula (2): 
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where S1 and S2 denote the two sentences, |S1| and |S2| denote the length of two 

sentences, tanh() is the function of hyperbolic tangent. 

 

3.2. Word Order Similarity Measure 

The word order similarity measure can be defined as the degree of dissimilarity 

between sentence S1 and S2. Let’s take a particular case to illustrate the importance of 

word order. For two sentences: 

S1: A yellow cat is running after a black dog. 

S2: A yellow dog is running after a black cat. 

These two sentences contain exactly the same words and most words appear in the 

same order. The only difference is that cat appears before dog in sentence S1, and the dog 

appears before cat in sentence S2. Since the two sentences contain the same words, any 

methods based on “bag of words” can’t distinguish the two sentences. However, it is 

obviously for a human interpreter that S1 and S2 are only similar to some extent. The 

difference between S1 and S2 is the result of word order permutation. Therefore any 

effective computational model for sentence similarity must take into account the impact 

of the word order. 

Sentences containing the same words but in different orders may result in very 

different meanings. Human can easily understand the meanings of sentences which own 

different words orders, but it is difficult to distinguish the meanings through computer 

programs. However, incorporate the words order information into the computational 

methods for understanding the natural language sentences is a difficult challenge. This is 

the reason why most previous studies do not tackle the word order similarity between 

sentences. In this section we use the method which proposed by literature [9] to measure 

the word order similarity between sentences. 

For a pair of sentences, we denote the joint word set by T. Recall the above two 

example sentences, their joint word set is: 

T = {A yellow cat is running after a black dog} 

For each word in S1 and S2, a unique index number has been assigned respectively. 

Then we form word order vectors to be r1 and r2 respectively, for these sentences based on 

T. To show how to assign entry values for a word order vector, we take Sl as example: 

Case 1: if a word w in T appears in Sl, we fill its entry value in rl with the 

corresponding index in Sl. 

Case 2: if w does not appears in Sl, we compute word-sim between w and in turn words 

Sl and keep the word w’ having the highest word-sim with w; if the highest word-sim is 

greater than a preset threshold, the entry value of w in rl is set to the index of w’; 

otherwise, it is set to zero. 

Note: The word-sim is the word similarity between two words, and it can be calculated 

by the algorithm [8]. 
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Taking the above two sentences as example, we can compute the word order vectors of 

S1 and S2 as follows: 

}9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1{1 r  

}3,8,7,6,5,4,9,2,1{2 r  
The word order similarity between two sentences can be finally attributed to the 

similarity computation between two vectors r1 and r2, we use the formula to measure their 

similarity as follows. 
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Form the above formula, we can make the conclusion that word order similarity is 

determined by the normalized difference of word order. 

 

3.3. Dependency Relationship Similarity Measure [6] 

The dependency relationships in the sentence can be derived by the Stanford Parser, 

which is a statistical parser that works out the grammatical structure of sentences, for 

instance, which groups of words go together (as “phrases”) and which words are the 

subject or object of a verb. The two sentences can be represented by two relationship 

collections, the similarity of the two relationship collections is based on the similarity of 

two relationships. We use P (H/H-POS, C/C-POS, D) to describe one relationship. What it 

indicates is that word C is dependent on word H, H-POS denotes the part-of-speech of the 

word H, C-POS denotes the part-of-speech of the word C, and D denotes the dependency 

type between C and H. The five elements in P have different importance and should be 

assigned to different weight ratios. 

According to the theory of dependency grammar, one word can only depend on a 

specific word but it can have many words depended on it. Therefore in P, the word C is 

more important than the word H. In terms of other views, one word has a few kinds of 

POS but on POS includes lots of words, hence the word itself is obviously more important 

than its POS. Finally, the dependency type D depends not only on the words but also on 

the words’ POS, so the importance of D is between the words and their POS. Therefore, 

we get the order of weight for the five features: C>H>D>C-POS>H-POS. 

Suppose there are two relationships of dependency, represented by P1= {H1/H1-POS, 

C1/C1-POS, D1} and P2= {H2/H2-POS, C2/C2-POS, D2}, due to the fact that the weight 

coefficient of these five features are different, we use binary representation method to 

measure the similarity. We sort these five features by their weights, and we can get a 

binary number (bbbbb)2, which is ranged from 0 to 31. 0 means the two relationships are 

totally different and 1 means the two are exactly the same. Based on this binary 

representation method, we can define the similarity between P1 and P2 as: 
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Suppose there are two set of relationships A= (a1, a2, …, an) and B= (b1, b2, …, bm). 

Based on the similarity between P1 and P2, we can define the similarity between sentence 

relationship collections as follows: 
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3.4. Semantic Similarity Measure 

The semantic similarity between two sentences can be defined as the similar degree of 

their meanings. Li et al. [1] suggest a semantic-vector approach to compute sentence 

similarity. Sentences are transformed into feature vectors with distinct words from both 

examined sentences as a feature set T. The semantic similarity between two sentences is 

computed as a cosine similarity between feature vectors of the two sentences. 
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Semantic similarity of sentences can be finally attributed to the word semantic 

similarity. This paper calculate word semantic similarity with the help of “HowNet” 

platform [8] which is a common sense knowledge base with concepts represented by 

Chinese and English words for describing the objects and revealing the relationships 

between concepts and the relationships between their attributes. The similarity between 

word W and sentence S can be defined as the maximum value between the word W and 

all words in S, the formula is as follows: 
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where Sim(W, Wi) denotes the similarity between word W and word Wi. The semantic 

similarity between two sentences can be defined as follows. 
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where |S| denotes the number of words which sentence S contains. 

 

3.5. Structure Similarity Measure 

The structure similarity between two sentences mainly reflects the similar extent in 

their structures. This paper use the approach which proposed by [14] to measure the 

structure similarity, the main ideas of this approach is that: For two part-of-speech (POS) 

sequences of two sentences, combined with their weight value of their POS to match, with 

the purpose of getting the optimal matching results. The structure similarity between two 

sentences can be defined as follows: 
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where C denotes the number of common nodes in two part-of-speech sequences, Di 

denotes the number of the non-merge nodes in a loop, E denotes the total number of nodes 

in two part-of-speech sequences. Wi denotes the weight value of i-th shared nodes, Wj 

denotes the weight value of j-th nodes in a loop, Wk denotes the weight value of k-th 

nodes in all of the POS nodes. 

 

 

3.6. Sentence Length Similarity Measure [15] 

The sentence length similarity can reflect the similar degree of two sentences in their 

lengths. The sentence length similarity can be defined as follows: 
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where abs() denotes the absolute value, Len(Si) denotes the number of words which 

sentence Si contains. 

 

3.7. Keyword Distance Similarity Measure 

The keyword distance similarity can be measured by the distance between two shared 

keywords, the formula can be defined as follows: 
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where abs() denotes the absolute value, SameDis(Si) denotes the distance of common 

keywords in Si, if the keyword appears more than one time, take the maximal distance as 

its value. Dis(Si) denotes the distance between the left and the right keywords which is 

non-repeating in Si. If the keyword appears more than one time, take the minimal distance 

as its value. More detail can refer to literature [15]. 

 

3.8. Sentence Similarity Measure Based on Multi-Features 

The sentence similarity refers to the matching extent in semantic of two sentences 

which is a real number between the value of [0, 1]; the greater the value, the greater the 

similarity of the two sentences. If the two sentences are the same in semantics, its value is 

1; if the two sentences in semantics are totally different, its value is 0. Denote two 

sentence by S1 and S2, the sentence similarity can be defined as follows. 
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where i  is an adjustable parameter, and satisfied the equation 

1
7
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i
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4. Experiments and Analysis 
 

4.1. MSRP Data Set 

This paper uses the notable publicly-available sentence pair sets to evaluate the 

performance of the sentence similarity measures. The data sets of Microsoft Research 

Paraphrase Corpus (MSRP) consists of 5801 pairs of sentence automatically constructed 

from various news sources on the web. These sentences were separated into training data 

(4076 sentences pairs) and test data (1725 sentence pairs). We translated some of sentence 

pairs into Chinese and tested their similarity to test our proposed approach of sentence 

similarity. 

 

4.2. Experimental Results 

We chose some of sentence pairs from the MSRP, and translated them into Chinese 

sentences. Compared with the approach of TF-IDF and approach of semantic dependency 

to measure our proposed algorithm. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Experimental Results 

The Algorithm Number of 

 Sentence Pairs 

Correct 

Number 

Accuracy 

(%) 

TF-IDF 100 43 43 

Semantic 

Dependency [10] 
100 82 82 

Our Approach 100 88 88 

 

Experimental results show that our approach is better than other methods, due to the 

reason that it take word overlap similarity, word order similarity, dependency relationship 

similarity, semantic similarity, structure similarity, sentence length similarity, and 

keyword distance similarity into considerations. Through the analysis of wrong sentence 

pairs we found that the reason which result in wrong computation is these sentence pairs 

contain unknown words, own complicated structures, contain lot of words, and contain 

negative words and so on. This is the main reason to influence the sentence similarity 

computation accuracy. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of the existing sentence similarity algorithm, the sentence 

similarity algorithm based on multi-features fusion was proposed, take advantage of the 

word order, dependency relationship, semantics, structure, sentence length, and keyword 

distance to measure the sentence similarity. The originality of our method is that it 

explores multi-features and their contributions as important indicators for measuring the 

similarity. The experimental results show that all of those have contributions to the 

sentence similarity. In comparison with others, our method is straightforward and quite 

easy to implement, while giving state-of-the-art results. Our future work will focus on 

investigating their contribution by assigning different weight value, the weight value can 

be automatic learned utilize the convolution neural network and other deep learning 

technologies.  
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